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6 charged in

sex offenses
BY DENISE MONTAGUE
STAff WRITER

Six Murray State University students were
arrested Tuesday by Public Safety officers on
charges of kidnapping, rape, sodomy and conspiracy to commit sodomy and rape were filed by
an 18-year-old female Murray State freshman.
The incident occurred about midnight Tuesday
in Franklin Hall and the victim reported the
crime to the City of Murray Police Department
at 1:19 a.m. Tuesday, said Richie Harris, communications supervisor for the Murray City
Police Department.
Public Safety was notified of the crime by the
Murray Police Department at 1:24 a.m. Tuesday.
The six students were arrested later that day
between 2 and 8 p.m., said Joe Green, associate
director of Public Safety.
The six students were· arraigned Wednesday
and bond was dropped from $50,000 to $25,000.
Antonio Stephens, Richmond Hall, is charged

with kidnapping, a class B felony, and criminal
conspiracy to commit sodomy and crim.inal conspiracy to commit rape, both class C felonies.
Bond is set at $50,000.
Stu Broady, Hart Hall, is charged with sodomy
in the first degree and rape in the first degree,
both class B felonies.
John Pitts, Franklin Hall, is charged with
sodomy in the first degree.
Norman Mason, Hart Hall, is charged with
sodomy in the first degree.
Allen Johnson, Franklin Hall, is charged with
sodomy in the first degree.
Chianti Woodlee, Franklin Hall, is charged
with sodomy in the first degree.
They will be present at the preliminary hearing Tuesday.
The victim stated in a signed affidavit that at
approximately 11:15 p.m. Monday, Stephens
See

RAPE/1 1

CHE passes buck
MSU and PCC told to reach compromise
about engineering school proposal
tO present to
the Legislature before the billpassage ends March 29.
James Booth, provost and
vice president for academic and
student affairs, said both
schools were urged by the CHE
to resolve this issue.
"(MSU and PCC representatives) went into a private room
and talked for two hours," he
said. "We both agreed there
was a need for more engineering education in western
Kentucky."
to reach a aeciaion

BY )ENNY W OHLLEB
EDtTOR·IN-CHIEF

Passing the buck seems to be
the only thing state officials
know how to do in regards. to
the proposal to start an engineering school in western
Kentucky.
The Senate's Appropriations
and Revenue Committee asked
the
Council on Efigher
Education to make a recommendation on the proposal
after the Committee decided it
was an issue of higher education.

However, members of the
CHE said last Monday they felt
it was an economic issue and
referred the matter to Murray
State University and Paducah
Community College, asking the
two schools to reach a compromise.
It is now up to MSU and PCC

Jud Cooi</Photo Editor

The w~ather In Murray is known o be unpredictable, but t his week it we nt from one e xtre m e
t o the other in a matte r of t hree days. T op, Treva St one r, freshman from He nderson, and
Alan Joyner, visitor from Henderson, blow bubbles In the Quad Sunday, ~njoying the unusually warm weather. Right, st ude nts walk to class, sloshing through a ratny Monday. Left, a
woman scrapes Tuesday's snow and ice off t he windshield of he r ca r.

See CHE/11

Metal detectors.
control problem

Harmless fun?
Stealing street signs could cause
confusion for emergency personnel
BY R EY C RAIG
STAFF WRITER

Picture this: A man is alone in his
home, sprawled on the floor, gasping for
breath and clutching his che.s t in pain. A
sigh of relief escapes his lips as he sees
the .flashing lights of emergency vehicles
outside his window. Unfortunately, the
lights do not pull into his driveway;
rather, they pass the seemingly nameless road. As his vision blurs, the lights
fnde to black and his eyes glaze over.
Worst case scenario? Perhaps. But it is
one that may become reality if the vandalism and theft of Calloway County
street and road signs continues.
Calloway County has an enhanced 911

-

system. With this system, a person at
home may dial 911, and the telephone
number, address and name of the home
owner will appear on a computer screen
at the 911 station. Emergency personnel
are then dispatched to the appropriate
location. However, emergency vehicles
may be delayed because of missing or
damaged street signs.
Ed Pavlick, Calloway County 911 coordinator, said signs in the county are
made of fiberglass and held in place by
clamps.
"But the clamps can be easily brok en
with one hand," Pavlick said.
The theft of a sign can be a felony
offense and remain on the permanent
record of the guilty party. In spite of this,

COLLEGE LIFE

'Friends' awarded ...

Kurths recognized ...

6

BY KELLY HICKS
REPORTER

the theft and vandalism of signs is continuing. .
«we are losing a tremendous amount
of road and street signs every year,"
Pavlick said. *If we were to replace all
the signs that go down in a year, we
would probably replace a thousand a
year."
Pavlick said many signs are stolen
from Newton Heights Woodgate subdivision. "But it is a problem all over the
county, not just in specific areas," he
said.
Many signs in the county are still in
place but are damaged or marked on.
Pavlick said the signs that are unread

NEWS
The University radio show
"Campus Friends" has been
awarded its fourth
CASE recognition.

Jud Cook/Photo Editor

See STEALING/11

The increase or contraband
being brought on campus has
prompted Public Safety to use
stronger measures in controlling the problem.
Public Safety has implemented the use of metal detectors at every dance held at the
Curris Center and Stewart
Stadium, in response to
rumors of weapons and alcohol
being brought to ·campus
dances.
"Alcohol and weapons of any
kind are strictly prohibited.
Period," said Joe Green, associate director of Public Safety.
"We've had a rea] problem
with students attending functions drunk."
Two University students
were arrested and charged
with alcohol intoxication,
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while a third was charged
with disor derly conduct. The
three were taken to Calloway
County District Jail after
attending a dance at the
Curris Center on February 3.
Public Safety is not alone in
wanting to control potential
problems.
*I &hink metal detectors are
a good idea because they
ensure the safety of everyone
at the function," said Jayna
N olea, junior from Benton.
"It ia a way to head off problems before they start," said
Teresa Cope, senior from
Benton.
Though many agree that the
detectors are an .a sset, there
are those who are not in complete agreement with the idea.
"I wouldn't condone the
detectors until the problem
gets worse,• said Chris Wyatt,
junior from Murray.

The Rifle team hosts the NCAA
championship tournament, beginning
tonight.

9
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Fo:.a service schedule for
Spr~ing Break ·
• •Wihslow will have regular hours Friday.
• Hart Deli will have regular hours today, but will be closed
Friday.
• Fast Track will have regular hours today, but will be closed
Friday.
• T- Room will have regular hours Friday.
• Stables will be open today until8 p.m., but will be closed·
Friday.
• Sugar Cube will have regular hours Friday.
• Pony Express will close at 4 p.m. Friday.
Food service schedules will return to normal on March 21.

..

·· ~OTC field training
The Murray State ROTC will participate in a spring field
training exercise March 25 to 27 at the Milan Army Depot in
Milan, Tenn.
The primary purpose of the training exercise is to prepare MS3
level or advanced cadets for advanced camp where their skills
will be evaluated.
Students will be trained in areas of map reading, land navigation, squad tactics and on the assembly and disassembly of the
M-16 Al rifle.
Capt. Dexter Q. Henson said approximately 75 cadets, ranging
from freshmen to seniors, are expected to participate.

..Library hours
• . Library hours will be changed during Spring Break.
The library will be open Monday and Tuesday from 8 a.m. to 5
p.m.
The library will be closed from Wednesday to March 19 and
· will return to normal hours March 20.
Because the computer system is being upgraded, it will be
inoperable on Wednesday. Users may be able to dial into the system by Thursday afternoon.

Nurse· refresher courses
A Registered Nurse refresher course and a Practical Nurse
refresher course for 150 contact hours of continuing education
will soon be offered. The courses are designed for nurses who
have been out of the work force and need to refine their skills
and for those whose licenses have lapsed.
The nurse refresher courses include a 12-week at-home study
and 80 hours of clinical experience under the guidance and
supervision of a Registered Nurse preceptor. The clinical experience may be done in a facility of the nurse's choosing.
The beginning date for starting the course is selected by the
nurse at her convenience. Once the at-home study portion has
begun, it is designed to be completed in 12 weeks. The 80 hours
of ·1linical experience can also be completed over a 12-week period, if desired. Course beginning time should be carefully selected
by the nurse so that full attention can be given to completing the
course and the process of returning to the nursing profession can
be expedited.
Call444-8011 for more information.

Health fair
The Wellness Center will sponsor a health fair on March 23
from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the Currie Center Ballroom. This will be
an interdisciplinary effort to offer a variety of health promotion
services and educational information. Services available include
blood pressure screening, body composition analysis, cardiovascular assessments, cancer prevention information, health risk
analysis and blood lipid profiles.
The majority of screenings will be free of charge. The blood
lipid·profile and some additional blood analysis will be offered at
a greatly reduced rate.
Those interested in the blood profiles should register with the
Wellness Center before March 22.
Cllll 762-3029 for !'1C''(' infonnation.

Transitions abroad

ALC upcoming classes

Norman Rockwell

.

• Movie- Ran at 7:30 p.m. In the Curris Center Theater.
• Recital - Catherine Krizan, clarinet, will present a senior recital at 8 p.m.
In Farrell Recital Hall.

Friday, March 11
• Workshop - High School Journalism and Broadcasting Worship registration at 8 a.m. in the Curris Center. Call 762-2387 for more Information.
• Movie- Ran at 7:30p.m. In the Curris Center Theater.
• Deadline - RA application deadline in Housing Department

Tuesday, March 15
• 'Breds baseball - MSU 'Breds baseball team hosts Southern Indiana at 2
p.m. at Reagan Aeld.
• Deadline - Swim Meet entry deadline at Campus Recreation.

Wednesday, March 16
• 'Breds baseball doubleheader - MSU 'Breds baseball team hosts
Wisconsin-Milwaukee at 1 p.m. at Reagan Aeld.

Thursday, March 17

Transitions Abroad, a national magazine that features information on study, work, and low-budget travel abroad, is seeking
contributions from student photographers and writers. The firstplace winner of its annual photography contest will receive $250
and the photo will appear in Transitions Abroad. All other phoThe Adult Learning Center at Murray State University will
tos will be considered for use at the magazine's regular rates.
offer classes beginning March 21 for persons interested in
Entries must be received by AprillO. The winner will be
preparing for the GED.
announced in the July/August issue.
Course offerings will include classes in English, reading, math,
Photos should reflect Transitions Abroad's cultural immersion
social $udies and science.
philosophy of learning by living alongside the people of the host
Students wishing to take classes for the GED are first required country. Black-and-white glossy photos should depict people in
to take an assessment exam to determine learning level and may the context of their normal lives, not as interesting curiosities for
contact the ALC at at 762-6971 for test times.
foreign visitors.
Other courses being offered for persons interested in brushing
up on skills include a basic life skills class which emphasizes
verbal and non-verbal communication and self-esteem and covers
a section on sexual harassment.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum will host The Norman
Marty Rqgers, ALC secretary, said classes ~ually last fiom six RocleweU Legacy, an e.xhibition of original and lithographic
· to eight w~ .and tutoring is available for participants.
Rockwell works from the National Scouting Museum Collection.
The exhibition will run through July 5.

...

Thursday, March 10

-

• 'Breds baseball - MSU 'Breds baseball team hosts Evansville at 2 p.m.

at Reagan Aeld.

Friday, March 18
• Play - Playhouse In the Park presents Play It Again, Sam at 8 p.m. In
Murray City Park.
• WKMS - WKMS Friendship Festival begins It's 'Welcome Abroad: Salling
for Pledges" fund-raising event. The Station which airs on 91 .'3 FM, will be
seeking $40,000 in pledges for public radio.

Sunday, March 20
• Play - Playhouse in the Park presents Play It Again, Sam at 2 p.m. In
Murray City Park.

Monday, March 21
• Deadline - Co-Ed softball entry deadline in Campus Recreation.

• Derby Days - Sigma Chi fraternity will host Derby Days in support of the
Murray W.A.T.C.H. Center and Needllne. Call 753-6264 for more Information.

Tuesday, March 22
• Interview - Sun Chem.ical Corp. Call 762-3735 for more information.
• Interview - State Farm Insurance Co. Call 762-3735 for more Information.
• Mathematics Contest - Call 762-3714 for more information.
• Recital - David Steinberger, baritone, will perform at 8 p.m. in Farrell
Recital Hall.

Wednesday, March 23
• Campus Republicans - Ed Whitfield, Republican Candidate for 1st
District Congressman, will speak to the Campus Republicans at 6:30 p.m.
In the Ohio Room of the Curris Center.
• Interview - Ky. Department of Revenue. Call 762-3735 for more Information.
• Recital - BenJamin Gritton, Saxophone, will present a recital at 6:30 p.m.
in Farrell Recital Hall.

Thursday, March 24
• Rodeo - lmercolleglate Rodeo In the Expo Center (through 3126).
• Interview - Pepsi-Cola. Call 762·3735 for more information.
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Congratulations
to the Winners of the
13th Annual RHA Talent Show

1st: Michelle Haskins
2nd: Catherine
Cushinberry
3rd: Melanie Adams

•••
•••
•••
•••
•••
•••

******************
Congratulations
* fNJ@0®r1Jr; C{}@0@@f!~®f/iJ
*
&1
* @/fl)f!IJ~(J@ wr!IJ00@f!(J®!JiJ
*

for making regionals & nationals with the
Equestrian team!

*
* A~A ~
****************~*
love and ours, your sisters

A special thanks go out to our judges!
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Is believing just wear your
sunglasses!

Showroom Lustre i.~ beret The gentle wash
process that actually reconditions your car's finish .
Tbe results are DAZZLING. Your car will literally
gleam in the sunlight. That's why we'D give you a
pait o( sunglasses free -just for !tying

a
Auto Laundry

~

Friends and alumni may subscribe to
Th6 Murray StatB News by contactlng Or.
Ann Landini at 762-4479 or Orville
Herndon at 762-4491. A one year
subscription Is $10 payable In advance.
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NEWS

Change in state law could
solve engi11eering dilemma

NICE, NICE, BABY!

BY ) ENNY WOHLLEB
EOITOR•IN·CHIEF

Murray 'State University and Paducah
Community College are searching for
answers to the dilemma over the
engineering school since the Council on
Higher Education Monday ordered the two
schools to reach a compromise.
An easy solution to the battle for an
engineering program between MSU and
PCC could be found, said James Booth,
provost and vice president of academic and
student affairs, but it would require
changing state legislation.
Prior to 1978, individuals in Kentucky
with eight years of engineering experience
could seek registration as professional
engineers by taking the Professional
Engineer Exam.
Graduates of engineering technology,
whlch Murray State currently offers, could

count their baccalaureate degrees as two
years of experience. Graduates of an
accredited engineering program with four
years experience could take the PE exam.
However, in 1978, Kentucky passed
legislation requiring graduates of an
accredited engineering program to take the
Engineer In Training Exam. Passing this
exam and four years of experience are
required in order to take the PE exam.
Before this legislation, students did not
have to graduate from accredited
engineering schools to become certified as
professional engineers.
"This did allow our engineering
technology graduates to sit for the PE
Exam," Booth said. "We need to (realize)
that it is the solution in 40 other states,
and it was the solution here until1978.
"If there is a projected need (in
Kentucky) for 800 engineers by 2000, this

would make a lot of engineeriDI t.lmology
students eligible to take the eua.'"
The universities of Louinille and
Kentucky are the only schoola iDICentucliy
with accredited engineeri.n( propams. In
addition to MSU, Eutem , Weetel'n and
Northern Kentucky univeraWea offer
engineering technology degreea. Changing
the law J:>ack to the way it wu Jt!ior to
1978 would produce more pNinsional
engineers from Kentucky, Boodl.Mid.
"We•d have to change eome ol.r tracks
and provide upper-level c:a.lcukw classes
and better math skills for 1&1idents ro
prepare for the exam," he said.
President Ronald J . Kurth laid this
could be a solution, but it !Nvea some
questions unanswered.
Kurth and Len O'Hara, Preeid~Mt ofPCC
will meet in the next two weeb to discuss
compromises to be preaented to the
Legislature.

$500 to be awarded to CCSB participant
allows students to take courses
through
the University of
One lucky student interested
London
with
CCSB faculty.
in studying abroad with the
Participants
are
housed on the
Cooperative Center for Study
Kensington
campus
and have
in Britain may be $500 closer to
several
travel
opportunities
doing 80.
The Center will award a $500 with a Brit-Rail pass.
scholarship to one student at
Several courses may be
each member institution for the offered in such areas as
summer London program.
English, archltecture, business,
The five-week British stay art, education, history and
STAFF REPORT

John Stevens/Staff

jeremy Hudgln, sophomore from Elizabethtown, performs
with his Christian rap group, 2 Nice Crew, during the RHA
talent show Tuesday nlght in the Stables.

{

journalism. The cost is $3,295.
Also this summer, the CCSB
Celtic program includes twoweek stays in Ireland and
Scotland.
For those with a little more
time on their hands and money
in their pockets, the fall 1994
Cambridge program allows
students to spend a semester
with British families. Courses

• *****************************•
:* Miss MSU tickets :*
n ! are available in the !
for being named
/., .
Racer of the Week
'
:
SGA office
:
& for your awesome track meet. '.
*
$ 5 Adults
' **
$3 's tudents with MSU I.D. · I
wve, your sisters in A"LA ·- - I

f'f~ Lila
Home~ Heal&ll
Bl.llineu
ADoultiel

Auto

aStaff members who provide educational and emotional support.
aResidence hall programs designed especially for you interests.
aCiose to classes, professors and University resources.

"

.. ,..,
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•t

614 s. 4th St.

*~*****************************•*
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Our menu is something to

celebrate!
Burger of the Month:
Th e Dou b le Big Mac
Breakfast Buffet: 7-11 a .m.
Saturday • Sunday
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Double Quarter Pounder w/cheese meal
Quarter Pounder w I cheese meal
McGrilled Chicken Meal
Two Cheeseburgers
McChicken Meal
Big Mac Meal
107 N. 12th St.

•

Mid-Term Deficiencies
May Be Picked Up Between March 23-25 & 28-29
At The Registration Office
First Floor, Sparks Hall

aHall k~chenettes, study lounges, laundry facilities and much more.
aAII utilities and local phone bills paid, so you have money!
aconvenient part-time student jobs in residence halls.

o .On campus students cari obtain their hall reservation cards after Spring Break.
oOff campus students can pick up an application at the Housing Office.

.

,

Thursday, March 31:
• Last day to drop any full-semester course,
Registration Office, First Floor, Sparks Hall,
8:30 a.m. - 4 p.m.

•

(Student will receive a grade of ''W" (no penalty)
Students who officially withdraw from all classes after
this date will receive "WP" or ''WE" grades)

• Last day to change any full-semester course from

CREDIT to AUDIT.

Apply now and experience the benefits
of residence hall Hving!

of

AGENCY

lJ

aOpportunities to meet new people through fun hall events!
aFriends living close by to share your college experience.
aHelpful residence hall staff available 24 hrs.

a..a•

FAIN INSURANCE

Congratulations
liir@il®cruW rn!®il~®~®ffi

GET THE MOST
OUT OF
COLLEGE
WITH
RESIDENCE
HALL LIVING

cover history, music, literature
and philosophy.
The cost for the JII'8P1liD is
$5,495, excluding tWeiaR and
other mi.scellaneoua r...
Applicationa may be ab&ained
by March 23 from
Cella,
chairman of the depua.ent
English, or Gary Hunt, clean of
the College of FiDii Ana a.n\i
Communication.

(Drop/Add card must have full signatures of the
student's adviser and the teacher of the course)

ID

VIEWPOINT
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IN OUR OPINION

Weapon searches
demeaning, but
necessary evil
Murray State University makes a concerted
effort to broaden the horizons of its students and
the surrounding community.
To this end, the University and groups on campus provide eillightening and educational programs that broaden the mind.
However, we are reminded occasionally that
not every importation of society at large is
intellectUally stimulating.
Murray State Public Safety officers started
screening for weapons at on-campus dances two
weeks ago.
Such tight security measures might be expected at Columbia University or UCLA, but this is
Murray State. This is Kentucky. We're safe here.
Aren't we?
Unfortwiately, we are not.
Recent reports of alcohol, weapons and violence at Murray State dances prompted Public
Safety to take extreme steps to thwart a possible
tragedy.
The shame of it all is that a few antisocial malcontents have eroded the freedom of the vast
majority of law-abiding students and guests who
go to on-campus dances to have a good time rather
than to strut their affected bravado.
When terrorists began to prey on innocent airline travelers, we all h~d to learn to endure the
humiliation of constant suspicion as we pass
through metal detectors in airports.
We feel the same dishonor when we have to do
it here, and we resent those few who make it necessary.

Racer teams deserve
time in spotlight
I

•I
~
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A fact of life in both professional and collegiate
news media is that high profile sports teams get
the most coverage.
But they are not always the teams that garner
the greatest success.
The Racer rifle squad is rated third in the
country and is hosting the national NCAA tournament this weekend .
Also, every member of the Murray State equestrian team has qualified to compete in the national finals for the first time in over ten years.
We offer our congratulations and wish them
well in coming competitions.
Although they may not grace the spotlight as
often as perhaps they should, we want them to
know that we appreciate their effort, their determination and their willingness to give their all
even when the limelight is shining elsewhere.
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MSU player
shows class,
restraint
To the editor:
I was riding in the hotel elevator with some MSU fans and
Antoine Teague following the
(OVC
tournament)
game
Saturday night. To our chagrin,
the elevator opened on the second floor. and we were greeted
by several Tennessee State
University players and fans.
Some of the players began to
rub it in on Teague by saying,
"Hey, Teague. What do you
have &o say for yourself1"
They had other choice phrases to say too. Even some of the
MSU fans got into the shouting
ma~ but Antoine Teague did
not.
He said, "You played a good
game. Congratulations.•
I was very impressed with his
restraint and class. That is why
I have been and continue to be
a fan of sports programs. There
are lessons for life to be learned
by winning with class and losing with class.
Th.ank.s, Antoine, other players and fans for showing what
Murray State athletics are all
about.
Sincerely,
Bobbie Weatherly
asst. prof. of elemlsec educ.

Ethics code for Murray should bolster
public opinion of elected officials
The you-scratch-my-backand-rll-scratch-yours mentality of some government officials
may no longer be tolerated. At
least steps in that direction
have
been
taken with
passage
of
House
Bill
238 by the
Kentucky
General
Assembly.
HB
238
mandates
that local governments in
Kentucky
develop,
adopt
and
enforce ethics
Writer
regulations
by Jan. l,
1995. The local governments
are required to address:
• Behavior standards for elected and appointed officials and
employees.
• The filing of annual .financial
disclosure statements by local
government officials and
employees.
• A policy on the employment

of any official's family members.
• The appointment of an individual or group to enforce the
policies of the ethics codes.
In the Louisville CourierJournal's latest Bluegrass
State Poll, conducted in early
February, 83 percent of adult
Kentuckians polled favored an
ethics code.
The poll also asked people to
rate the honesty and ethical
standards of their city and
county officials. In western
Kentucky, 63 percent rated
their officials no more than
average.
The people of Murray should
be grateful for the revelations
that have come along with the
passage of HB 238. If they can
come together to establish
strict ethics codes for their
county officials and employees,
the honesty and ethical fiber of
the community government
could be made better than just
average.
HB 238 calls fot the establishment of general guidelines
for
local
governments.
However, there is no defmite

rule about what the guidelines
should be. It is up to local citizens to define the exact policies
for city officials.
In a small town like Murray,
there is always the danger that
nepotism and biased business
practices will sour community
spirit. The people of Murray
should guard against these
dangers by banning the practice of awarding government
business to relatives of city officials.
Murray should follow the
example of Paducah mayor
Gerry Montgomery in drafting
its ethics code. Montgomery is
constructing Paducah's ethics
codes with the aid of political
and community groups. Some
of these include the McCracken
Republican
and
County
Democratic parties, the local
branch of the NAACP, the City
Commission and Chamber of
Commerce.
Those who draft the ethics
code for Murray also need to
seek the opinions ofthe retirees .
who have chosen to make
Murray their homes and the
people of the University com-

munity, two large segments of
the population. Both these
groups make substantial ecouomic contributicma to the community and should not be over-

looked.
With foresight and planning,
the people of Murray can use
the mandates of HB 238 to
define an ethics code that will
inspire confidence and trust in
local government officials.
Perhaps then, when next we
rate them in a Bluegrass State
Poll, Murray officials will be
more than just average.
The Murray State News
welcomes guest commentaries and letters to the
editor. Letters must be
signed, 300 words or less
in length and accompanied by the writer's
address and phone number for
verification.
Published letters are kept
on file for public inspection in The Murray State
News office, located in
Room 111, Wilson Hall,
Murray State University.

Five dollar paperback irks buyer
We have reached the mid-point of the
semester, and I have finally purchased the
fourth and fifth required books for my literature class. With this final purchase, I
have come to the conclusion that book
prices at Murray State University are
, - - - - - - - . ridiculous.
No, it didn't take me
In
four years of buying books
My
to realize how outrageous
prices are; it just took me
this long to say something
about it.
I didn't realize how
expensive books were my
first few semesters in college. Mom was footing the
bill and I knew I had to
have them. So prices didALLISON
n't matter.
M ILLIKAN
Now that rm buying
College Life
my own books, however,
Editor '
I've taken more interest
.....__ _ ___, in the matter.

ing these overpriced books, is to buy your
books for the next semester during .finals
weeks when students are preparing to sell
back. their books.
This strategy works for some classes. It
does not. howewr, work for classes like a
health class I bad in which a new edition
bad been publiahed although the health
book I had was brand new.
25¢ .
Not only did I feel ripped off because I
Luckily I managed to grab the last used was stuck with a brand new health book
copy of the 29-year-old paperback, which that I couldn't resell, students who enroll
my professor said he bought for $2 several in a class that baa a new edition also feel
years ago.
ripped off because they have to pay the
The book I picked up had obviously been high price of a new book.
originally sold at at another campus bookAfter books become a certain age, a
store, but that is not what irritated me.
freeze should be placed on their resale
I know it wasn't one of the local bookprices so students won't have to pay more
stores, but someone along the book's path
semester after semester regardless of the
decided to punch a hole conveniently book's depreciation.
through the suggested retail price on the
Students who purchase their own books
back of the book so students would not
think
they're getting ripped off, but what
know how badly they were being overcan
they
do.
charged.
One suggestion I have is to go to the
Someone unfamiliar with college life
I felt like I bad been cheated when I
bookstore
and read the chapters you need
the
book,
because
I
know
I
paid
bought
would probably assume that once tuition
read
when
test time rolls around.
to
and housing expenses were paid and the much more for it than the student who
It
will
not
only
eave you the humility of
necessities of life were provided, a student owned it last semester got when he sold it
buying
an
overpriced
book, it will also keep
would be set.
back.
so
cheated
when you only
you
from
feeling
I
know
I
will
not
get
$5
out
of
the
book
Those people have got it all wrong.
half
the
price
you
originally
paid when
get
when
I
sell
it
back.
Buying books is the most frustrating part
(except for registration) of enrolling in
A solution, some may suggest, to obtain- you resell it.
college courses.
All of us who are familiar with the book
buying and selling process understand
that every penny you scrape up to buy
books is never enough.
I felt like I was ripped off Monday when
I went to pick up a 111-page book of poetry, published in 1965, and payed over $5
for a book I couldn't sell at a yard sale for
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_J ob responsibility favored
Support Services on campus
last year where she helped
tutor students.
"' really think that helped me
a lot," Lee said.
Ron Barnard, senior from
Murray, said his on-campus job
gave him better career-related
experience than his off-campus
job at Briggs and Stratton.
"My job off campus didn't
really affect anyone's life,"
It takes a while for some Barnard said.
students to find their niche in
Barnard, who worked at the
the working world. During Business Building computer
their college years, students labs for three years, said he
tend to have a variety of work was able to deal more with
experience,
sometimes people on campus, , which
including both on- and off- helped him build many
campus employment.
valuable skills.
How useful each job will be to
Katrina Croley, sophom<?re
the student upon graduation from Paducah, works at the
usually depends on how much Curris Center during the week
responsibility was given to the and at Piggly Wiggly on the
student at work.
weekends.
Seana Lee, senior from
"Sometimes I am in charge of
Owensboro, who works as the the office and I get to deal with
assistant office manager at all the vendors," Croley said,
Purdom Motors, said she is in referring to her job at Piggly
charge of balancing the books Wiggly. "I learned a lot."
each month.
Mark Gargus, who also
"There's pressure to get the worked at Piggly Wiggly, did
numbers right," Lee said. "'t's a not fmd as much satisfaction
lot more stressful, but it's what with his off-campus job as he
I want to go in to, so I like it did while working in the
better."
computer studies department.
Lee also worked at Student
One reason for this is that

• Working
students find
responsiblity is a
key to the
usefulness of onand off-campus
jobs.

Disney World offers
summer cooperatives
Earning college credit and holding down a job during the
summer is never much fun, unless you do it at Walt Disney
World. This is made possible for Murray State University
students th.rough the Cooperative Education and
Placement Office.
Each apring, students are selected through interviews
conducted.by Disney World.represe:p.tatives who come to
campus. Students are paired during the interviews w ,
conserve time and are asked basic questions sueh as what
their future goals are and why they chose to attend Murray
State.
f<Jt was a short interview," said Mike Williams,
sophomore from Salem, Dl. ~t impressions are very
important."
Williams, who was a lifeguard at Typhoon Lagoon, said
he gOt to make frienda with people from all over the
country.

"'just s~nt Mardi Gras with two of the people I worked
with this summert Williams said.
Amy Rushing, aenior .from Paducah, said she met new
people tllzo®gb roommate assignments. She worked in
merchandise during the night ~ at the Magic Kingdom
so she had all day, plus two days off, to enjoy Florida and
Disney World.
Each student worker received a free pass for the summer
to Epc9t Center, Walt Dimey World and the MGM Studios.
Students were also paid and gi'\teb. 't he opportunity to
receive college credit.
' ·1 !· ·n~ ,,.. .,
Students earned three additional cted.it hoti.rs by
attending 10 professional business courses which taught
Disney management philosophies.
Diana McGregor, junior from LaCenter, ~ived three
college credit hours "toward her degree.
McGregor, who worked as a merchandise hostess at the
Emporium in the Magic Kingdom, said her favorite part of
the co-op was meeting Iota of new people.
"' met people from all over the country," McGregor said.
"'live~ with three international roommates from Norway,
France and Japan."
Kim Robinson, senior from Princeton, Jl}so said her
favorite part of the co-op was meeting new people.
"I am very fascinated with foreigners," Robinson said.
Robinson, who worked as a fast food hostess at Epcot
Center, said there was a lot of competition for the job and
tM interviewers were looking for good persotial.ities.
"I just did it for fun," Robinson said. "I didn't expect to
get picked."
,
Students were able to sublease apartmcmts at Vilrl:til'Way,
which are apartment complexes owned by Disney World,
and money was talu)n from each paycheck for rent so living
expenses were not too high.
"I went to Florida with $300 and came back with about
$100,• said Randy Renfrow, senior from LaCenter.
Renfrow, who worked at the fast fOod courts in Epcot
Center, said he still.keeps in touch with the people he met.
•If I wasn't about to graduate, 1 would go back again,"
Renfrow said.

he was allowed to study when
the lab was not busy, and the
job kept his weekends free.
"As a lab assistant, I am
respoxlible for making sure
everyone
learns,•
said
Jonathan Payne, senior from
Oak Grove. Payne worked as a
laboratory assistant in the
engineering department and
was a security guard at Well's
Cargo on the weekends.
Payne
said
the
responsibilities of both jobs
were fairly equal, as he was in
charge of monetary possessions
as a security guard.
"I pretty much work alone
and don't have to answer to
anyone else," Payne said.
Karen Jackson, senior from
Mt. Carmel, lll., worked in the
computer labs on campus and
at Pagliai's and Hallmark off
campus. Jackson said she
enjoyed working off campus
more because she met more
JOHN STEVENs/Staff people and made more money.
Dawn Bicknell, junior from Detroit, prepares a book for checkJackson said waitressing
out whilde working at Waterfield Library. Bicknell worked as a taught her more about job
student librarian during the evenings.
requirements that would be
Gargus, graduate student from of computers, but I used them expected of her in the future.
Wingo, is now employed at more in the lab and I think it
"You punch a time card and
Apex Engineering where he really helped me more now," you can't set your own hours,
uses the computer skills he has Gargus said.
where on campus, if you
learned on a daily basis.
Gargus also said his on- showed up late, it's no big
"I used to be scared to death campus job was handy because deal," Jackson said. "My

.

references from my off-campus
job will probably be more
helpful in the future."
According
to
student
employment
records,
approximately 1,375 s,tudents
are employed on campus, with
975
working under the
University
Student
Employment Program and 400
in the Federal Work Study
Program.
Jan Kind, assistant director
of student employment, said
the Financial Aid Office sets
the number of hours FWSP
students are allowed to work.
The students in the University
program have their hours set
by the departments they work'
for.
Kind said FWSP students
can receive a maximum of 12
hours and University program
students receive an average of
15 hours per week.
The struggle to find the most
suiteble job proves that
students are planning for their
careers early, and the amount
of job responsibility given to a
student while at work can
detennine the usefulness of the
job. Whether the job is on or off
campus, students have many
opportunities available for
them to excel.

Students plan for future
Paychecks
are
usually
enough gratification for most
students to work during
college. But most jobs, whether
they are part-time, internships
or
cooperative,
have
advantages that will last a
lifetime.
"Students who work tend to
stay in college," said Ross
Meloan, director of the
Cooperative Education and
Placement Office. "Working
requires more time and as a
result, students have to do
more with time management."
Meloan, who has directed the
Placement Office since June of
1991, helps students plan for
their future by getting them
mvolved while in college.
"What you do in high school
means nothing here; you start
from scratch," Meloan said.
Services available at the
office for students include
resume
critiques,
career
counseling and interview ideas.
The Placement Office has
x-ecently become computerized,
which will allow Murray State
students
to
be
more
competitive in the job market.
"It gets your resume in the
employers' hands inside of five
or six minutes, where the paper
process sometimes took a
week," Meloan said.
Meloan said finding an on·
campus job is a little tough
because of recent budget cuts.
"'t's getting more and more
difficult," Meloan said, "but
once students get on the
campus
workforce,
they
generally stay for a few years
because those jobs are hard to
come by.
"Many of our academic
departments utilize student
work. There are student
employment opportunities in
practically every aspect of
Murray State University."
The most common places for
students to work are in the
housing and dining services.
"Students need this exposure
to know what's entailed in

Co-OPPORTUNITY
· The following are facts on
the advantagt)e of ~ative
education:
• 46.peroent of employer1
;offer co-w program for
college students

a

• 27 peroenf of the$e

~mptoyers'

new t\irerefs·<:ome
from their co-op program

• 61 percent of these
·employers' new hlrees Who
participated In their program
r&ceived higher salaries than
those who did not participate
Scun:e: SP()TLIOHT ON CAREER

PLANNING. PLACEMENT AND
~CRUITMENT

NOLAN B. PATTON / Graphics Designer

making decisions about what
they are going to do with the
rest of their lives," Meloan said.
Meloan recommended that
students work on campus
during their first year because
grades were positively affected
by these jobs. Although there is
more security in jobs on
campus, Meloan said students
need to experience working off
campus sometime during
college because the benefits
were better in the long run.
"Our employers in the area
have done a fantastic job of
supporting our students while
they attend Murray State,
knowing full well that these are
the same kids they may have as
their employees down the
road," Meloan said.
Murray State has a program
with Briggs and Stratton an,:~
Fisher Price whereby students
can work during shifts after
school to earn extra money.
Meloan said more than 150
students work at Briggs and
Stratton.
Many
employers
are
expanding
their
intern
programs with tnore than
30,000 internships available
nation-wide at the beginning of
this year. The greatest
advantage of these programs is
that four of every five college

DAN

SzuacoT/Guest

Two Murray State students look through brochures at the
Summer job Fair sponsored by the Placement Office.

interns get hired for full-time
position& afiier graduation.
Co-op programs benefit
students during their college
years. A co-op is a full-time,
paid, career-related position in
which a student can gain up to
three hours of college credit.
Murray State students are
able to get co-op positions
practically
everywhere,
including the White House,

Administrative Offices of the
Courts and Whirlpool.
"With these kinds of
experiences, employers will
look at you," Meloan said.
-rhe days of flipping burgers
are over," Meloan
said.
"Students
must
begin
addressing their academic
pW'Suits in the job force much
earlier than they ever have in
the past."
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Haynes' 'Friends' connects
city, campuS to win award
BY ANGELA SCHADE
STAFF WRITER

"Campus Friends," a Murray
State
University
radio
program, has won its fourth
Council for the Advancement
and Support of Education
award in two years.
The purpose of "Campus
Friends" is to improve the
relationship between the
campus and the community,
said John McDonald, director
of marketing and public
'relations and creator of the
program.
The
program
provides
information
to
members of the community
and connects them to the
campus, he said.
orwe need to strengthen the
relationship
with
the
community because we need
mutual support," McDonald
said. "They have information
to get out, and we have
information to get out."
Joe Haynes, host of the
program: and radio/television
specialist for marketing and
public relations, said it is a 30minute talk show that consists
of an interview with a guest,
highlights and community
updates.
The
program
sometimes has profiles on
people or on the different
colleges on campus, he said.
Murray State recruitment
advertisements and public joe Haynes, radlo/telev1slon specialist for marketing and public
service announcements run guest on his award-winning radio show, "Campus Friends!'
be~een
the
different
he said.
McDonald said. "We needed
segments, McDonald said.
McDonald said there was no less expensive ways to get out
In the beginning, guests
were solicited to talk about ~ttafundingfurtheprogram information."
The only funds needed are
various issues, McDonald said. because existing equipment is
for the tapes and the cost of
"Now, people are aware that used.
they can get the audience's
orwe wanted to do more with mailing them to stations that
attention and they contact us," the resources we had," run the program, McDonald

The Murray State
--News
hopes everyone has a
swell SPRING BREAK!

March 1
9:53a.m.- Jason Baker was arrested via a warrant from the District
Court on charges of being in contempt of court.
8:06 p.m. - Hanah Sanders reported 1hat her car keys were taken
without her permission. Her vehicle was used and returned. No
charges were filed.
10:59 p.m. - Betsy Gupton reported that her vehicle was hit by
another vehicle near Racer Arena. The other vehicle left the scene.
11 :58 p.m. -An ambulance was dispatched to 515 College Courts
where a baby was reported to have problems breathing. The baby and
Its mother were taken to the hospital by ambulance.
March 2
1:15 p.m.- Tonya Henderson reported the theft of her purse from
the ladies' locker room in the Carr Health Building.
1:47 p.m. - Kelly Hill reported the theft of a bookbag from the
University Bookstore.
7:17 p.m. -Sarah Boland reported the theft of a bookbag from
Winslow Cafeteria.
March 3
3:10p.m.- Jeremy Walker reported the theft of a stereo from his
room in Franklin Hall.
11 :42 p.m. - Danny Vernon reported the theft of his clothes from a
laundry room In White Hall.
March 4
2:03 p.m. - Devin Best reported the theft of a car bra from the
parking lot of Roy Stewart Stadium.
,
3:04 p.m. - Gary Pagel reported the theft of Items from his vehicle
while It was parked In the Hart Hall parking lot.
March 5
8:35 am. - Bobby Robertson reported that the windshield of his
truck was broken while it was at the parking lot of Hart Hall.
4:05p.m.- Two males were taken Into custody, issued warnings
and advised to leave the area when fowld selling magazines on
campus and In the city of Murray with no license.
March 6
4:57 a.m.- A shower on the fourth floor of Hart Hall would not shut

off.
3:56p.m . - A wallet was found In College Courts.
6:51 p.m.- A car was egged near Springer Hall.

Melissa FamunVStaff

relations, prepares for another

said.
McDonald said radio stations
do not charge for airing the
program. Some stations pick
out bits and pieces of the show
for part of their news program,
he said.

March 1
6:53 p.m. - Brad Hazelrlgs reported that an amplifier was stolen
from his truck while it was In the parking lot of Hart Hall.
8:59p.m.- The Murray Police Department made a request that
Public Safety Officers assist them with a traffic accident at 15th and
Main streets.

Racer Patrol escorts used March 1 - March 7: 24
Information for Police Beat was gath9fed by Janice M. Fulps, assistant
news editor, from mat9rials available to the public at the Public Safety

Office.

How Is STUDENT
SERVICES. Inc.

Al p h a Delta Pi

Different from a
Financial Aid Office?

proudly announces
our new Initiates

Kelly Branson
&
Teresa Losdon
CALL Toll-FREE 24 Hours for a Brochure:

1·800-457-0089 Exle817

RESULTS GUARANTEED! STUDENT SERVICES, Inc. has a databank
of over 180.000 listings for scholarships, fellowships, grants and
loans, representing BIWONS of dollars In prtvate sector funding.
We can provide you with a fist of funding sources most appropriate to your background and educational goals.
Student Services. Inc. 6124 North Milwaukee Avenue • Chicago, II 60646

L

STUDENT SERVICES, Inc.
spedallzu In private
sector funding from
corpotatlons, memorials,
trust., foundations,
reUgloU. groups, and
many other philanthropic
organizations.
As ttate and federal
funding sources contmue
to face serious cutbacks,
priV11te sector funding is
expected to grow even
faster than In the past.
STUDENT SERVICES, Inc.
has cumtnt, up-to-date
Information that provides
an Intelligent alternative
to traditional state and
federal funding sources;
at the very least. they
represent a significant
supplement to
government funding .
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BSU plans
•

•

'

•

miSSIOn tripS
BY MAGGIE CARTER
STAFF WRITER

While some students will be
sunning in Florida over Spring
Break, members of the Baptist
Student Union will be on mission trips in Texas.
Two trips have been
planned, but Keith Inman,
director of the BSU, said most
of the students will be going to
Houston where they will work
with four inner-city Baptist
Mission Centers.
He said they will be providing programs for the elderly,
running a food line service,
handing out clothes and running after-school programs for
children.
"The after-school programs
will consist of arts and crafts
and Bible studies," Inman
said.
He said a smaller group of
students will be going to South
Padre Island where they will
be joining other church groups
for Beach Reach '94.
He said Beach Reach provides a first-aid station for
sunburns, free sunscreen,
water stands for a volleyball
tournament and a taxi service.
"We are also offering a free
breakfast every morning,"
Inman said.
Members of the BSU take

I CARE aids Andrew victims
BY jENNIFER STEWART
AssiSTANT COLLEGE LIFE EDITOR

For many students, Spring
Break is a time for rest and
relaxation, but for 16 Murray
State University students, the
week will be a time to work..
In cooperation with the
Interfaith
Coalition
for
Andrew Recovery Effort (I
CARE), these MSU students
will spend a week rebuilding
homes in Homestead, Fla. that
were destroyed by Hurricane
Andrew.

Roberts said she is going on
to medical school and is looking forward to the trip to get in
the habit of helping people.
"'t's a chance to do something good for someone else,•
she said.
Roberts said that in addition
to the rebuilding, she would
like to help those people who
are traumatized by the disaster and just need someone to
talk to.
Originally, 30 students were
to take part in the trip, but Jim
King, coordinator of the effort,
said because of funding the
number was cut to 15.

came primarily from community and campus donations.
"We're doing a few more
fund.raisers this week, but we
should end up with $16,000:
King said.
He said participants had to
pay a certain percentage of the
expenses on their own as well.
*They are also responsible for
raising a certain dollar amount
themselves," he said.
Jennifer Brewer, junior from
Owensboro, said · she saw the
trip as an opportunity to inexpensively go to Florida and
also help people during Spring
Break.

part in these m.ission trips to
be a part in helping somebody,
Inman said.
He said it is a good feeling to
give something away, and
these trips give students an
opportunity to evaluate their
own life and realize what kind
of relationship they have with
God.
-rhere is a lot more to life
than benefiting yourself,,.
Rh eanel Roberta, junior
Inman said.
from Russellvi11e, will also
Todd Morgan, senior from be taking part in the effort.
~saidfundingfurthetrip
Mt. Vernon, ru., has participated in BSU mission trips,
and he said they have provided him with great experiences.
He said the trips allow students to experience other
BY M ICHELLE STINNETT
lifestyles.
RfPORTER
''The trip gives you a very inex"It makes you appreciate
what you have," he said.
Forty-six Murray State University stu- pensive way to go to Florida with
Morgan said everyone gets dents will hit the open road Saturday and
your friends for Spring Break. "
to know each other better, and head for Panama City Beach, Fla. on a trip
the trips are more special than sponsored by the Student Government
Lisa Mantle
simple vacations. He said they Association.
Sophomore
provide a feeling of accomThe students will depart from MSU
plishment.
Saturday at 6 a.m. The 10-hour trip will $100," Morgan said. "Then, two weeks
"I feel good about helping be taken on a Brooks Line charter bus, later, $195 was due."
others,.. Morgan said.
which will return March 19.
She said if a student could not pay the
Brandon Oliver, sophomore
"The trip filled up in about three to four remainder at that time, the next person on
from Fairfield, Ill., said he days,.. said Jeanie Morgan, SGA advisor.
the list was notified."
went to help in the hurricane "After the first 46 students there was a
"The trip gives you a very inexpensive
relief effort near Miami last waiting list."
way
to go to Florida with your friends for
year, and it was a great bondThe cost of the trip is $295 per student. Spring Break," said Lisa Mantle, sophoing experience.
This includes a returnable $50 deposit, more from Bardwell.
"I grew closer to my friends travel expenses and accommodations.
The students had to sign a release form
while helping others,• he said.
"When they signed up they bad to pay that removed all liability from the

SGA group

•
IS

'Tll be meeting a lot of people," Brewer said. "There will
be a bunch of students from
different colleges there with
us."
King participated in a similar trip last year. He said he
helped rebuild churches and
roofs and cleared debris.
He said I CARE provides
housing and meals for participating students at an old Army
missile base.
The group of students will be
traveling in University vans.
The group will leave Murray
Saturday and will return
March 19.

Panama City bound
University said Traci Forbes, UCB chairperson for special events. Forbes said she
hopes the trip will become an annual
event.
"' got the idea for the trip from suggestions from other students," she said: "I
could not be more pleased with the
turnout for the trip." .
After the bus unloads at Panama City's
Summit Condominiums, students are on
their own until the day they head home.
Brian Tincilinger, area coordinator for
Housing, will accompany the students on
the trip.
For some students, this trip is a good
opportunity to take a Spring Break trip.
"I like the fact that I do not have to
worry about driving to Florida,• said
Michelle Mitchum, sophomore from New
Madrid, Mo.

Kurths receive
Lifetime Penguin
Emeriti Award
BY ALLISON MILLIKAN
COlLEGE LIFE EDITOR

Minna Miller/Guest

Minna Miller/Guest

Left, Timo Rantanen from Finland serves Finnish meatballs to
Re becca Venard, freshman from Bedford. Top right, President
and Mrs. Kurth accept their Lifetime Penguin Emeriti Award.
Botom riJht, C hong Kim and jenifer Carson from Korea perform
T he Coronet Dance, which Is reminiscent of the harmony
between Heaven and Earth which existed at the beginning of
human history.

President and Mrs. Ronald J. Kurth were awarded a Lifetime
Penguin Emeriti Award last Sunday at the annual International
Buffet.
Members of the International Student Organization and Ruth
Jackson, international student adviser, presented the Kurths
with the award for their "gracious welcome and continuing support" of international students.
Jackson said the Kurths are the first people to ever receive the
Lifetime Penguin Emeriti Award.
Inscribed on the Kurths' plaque is the phrase *the examples
you have set for us of dignity, wit and steadfast courage we will
always remember."
In 1988, Jackson began preparing a newsletter for international students.
"' began looking for (a symbol) that did not have political, religious, ethnic or cultural affiliations already," she said. "The penguin was the only one I found that hadn't been taken...
She said throughout the 1989 spring semester, clip art of penguins covered the international student newsletter.
Since then, the Center for International Programs has used
the penguin as its logo. Jackson said penguin awards have been
given at the international student awards dinners since 1989 to
students who deserve special recognition.

•
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Magic show now
visible at gallery
Daniel S. Williams, professor of

BY )OSH WILKES
REPORTER

art at Ohio University.

If your idea of photography
extends only so far as to include
the kind purchased in strips
from a booth at a mall, then
maybe you should plan to see
the "Magic Silver" exhibit at
the Clara M. Eagle Gallery.
The works chosen for the 16th
annual international •Magic
Silver" photographic competition will be on display through
March 27 in the Gallery located
on the fourth floor of the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center.
"We originally had artists
from 30 states enter the competition," said Albert Sperath,
director of Mu.x:ray State
University galleries. "We
wound up choosing 83 photos
by 52 photographers from 24
states."
Eagle Gallery issued a call for
entries in November to every
college and university in the
country plus other artists with
whom the gallery has come in
contact throughout the years.
The competition was judged by

Five monetary awards of
$300 were given to the following photographers: Alexis Pike
for "Salmon River Lodge," M .
Andrews for "Past and FutuTe
Contemplate the Tree of Life,"
David
Underwood
for
"Feet/Bones," Thomas Brennan
for "Yvette Flores" and Ruth
Dussault for "Man Tricks."
Local photographer Betsy
Porter was among the four chosen for an Honorable Mention
award.
Also in the gallery through
tonight is the lOth Annual Art
Education
Association
Purehase-Pennyrile Regional
High School Art Exhibition.
Over 350 works representing
11 regional high schools were
entered. From these, 85 pieces
in 13 media categories were
selected by jurors.
Works recetvmg J urors'
Awards and the 13 first place
award winners will be sent to
the all-state competition held
in April at the Carnegie Arts
Center in Covington.

College Courts collects food
suggested an on-campus food
drive.
,
Curtis Roach, College Courts
The College Courts Council is president , said Gentry's visit
running a campus-wide food was just part of the reason the
drive through Friday.
Council wanted to help
The drop-off boxes were Needline.
placed in the College Courts
"We have known people who
community center and in all of have used Needline," he said.
the residence halls.
Roach said the Council decidKathie Gentry, executive ed a food drive would be a way
director for Murray's Need.lfue, to give something back to
attended a College Courts Needline.
Council meeting last fall and
"There is no doubt we can use
BY D ENISE N ULL

STAFf WRITER

'Play It Again, Sam' premieres
March 18 at Murray's Playhouse
STAFF RE~T

FUN FACTS
• Denison University has the best looking stUdents, and Duka
University the happiest; ac:oordng to a 28,00Q..atudent survey of The
Student AcCess GUde to the Beet Collegea. The survey rated the
Calitomia tnatltu18 of Technology as haYlilg ~best acac*nlca and
Sweet Briar College the most interesting telil<:hei'l. Georgia Tech waa
plagued wlth the most boring ~achera and St• UniversitY of New
.
•
• York at Albany the worst food.
• On a given day. 71 percent of ArneriCan8 read a MWspaper, 38 percent read a book for work or school And 36 ~ttefl! fCtad a magazine.
' . ~ ~ .. ;;~ ~ ·;:"i~r\~ .
~·
:0.:

"!,"

,,_

•

(the food)," Gentry said.
al hygiene items and cleaniz?.g
"We had to focus a lot of our supplies.
Students interested in helpefforts on helping people with
utilities during the snow- ing the community are welcome
storms," she said. "Having the to drop off items at Needline
food donated will help us to throughout the semester.
Gentry reminds students
keep our pantry supply high."
Gentry said Needline always that any items they have leftneeds items such as cereal, oat- over at the end of the semester,
meal, spaghetti sauce, pasta such as paper towels or food,
and canned meats and vegeta- may be donated to Needline . •
Needline is located in the
bles.
·
Needline also accepts items Weaks Community Center at
such as paper products, person- Seventh and Poplar Streets.

Play It Again, Sam, a popular
Woody Allen comedy, is coming
to Murray's Playhouse in the
Park March 18.
The play concerns the
exploits of a timid New York
ftlm critic, Allen, who is unwillingly thrust upon the dating
scene when his wife unexpect-

edly leaves him. Allen is fixed
up with various women, but
Allen is so neurotic and insecure that he ends up ruining
each date.
The mysteriou s ghost of
Humphrey Bogart makes an
a ppearance in the play. Bogart
coaches Allen through his
encounters with women. This
boosts Allen's confidence and

helps him realize that if he will
be himself, he will attract
women without his "coach."

The production is sponsored
by South Central Bell and
Brass Lantern restaurant.
Play It Again, Sam is directed by Chris Ainsworth, Lee
Blair, Todd H atton, Sam
Hastie, Marc Goldhamer, Lisa
Marie Midyett, Amy Delano
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We're just a phone call away!

*

.
! Designated driver
: cards are available in
*: the SGA office now!
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*
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:

Maria Tsataros
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*

on r eceiving 2nd place
in your division at NATS ~ •
AI.A love & ours, your sisters . •~
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The Murray
State News
762-4468
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and Lynda Larremore.
The production will run
March 18-20 and March 25-27.
Friday and Saturday night performances start at 8 p.m.
Sunday matinees begin at 2
p.m. Tickets are $6 for adults,
$5 for senior citezens and $4 for
Murray State University students. Reservations can be
made by calling 759-1752.
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3QUI
- -~=-tJBE
•10 Minute
OllChange
·~Brake Service

·-

Dry-cleaning & Alterations
Monday-Satu rday 7:30 a.m .-11 :30 p.m.
Sunday 9 a.m .- 11 p .m.

Quality: Reliable
Service You Can
Depend On For Your
Car Or Truck.
• No Appointments Necessary •

Two Convenient Locations
641 South
753-4462

759-2570
Bel-Air Center S.l2th St.

FOR SPRING
BREAK '94

Plea ·

Five Points
759-1529

Student Ambassadors
Needed!

MuatHave:

Don't throw
your money
away. Advertise
in the

Murray State
News

DON'T FORGET
TRAVELERS
CHECKS!
Available at the
Bank of Murray.

·~9LHon84M
(502) 7S}-1895 • \lumy, Kencucky 41071 • ....-, FDIC

1. Strong leadership skills
2. Public speaking ability
3. Good interpersonal skills
4. Desire to interact with prospective students

Responsibilitie1 Include:
• Recruiting prospective students in Kentucky,
nlinois, Tennessee and Indiana
• Host VIP receptions at Oakhurst
• Assist the School Relations Office in h osting
programs such as: Junior J am and Fall Senior Days
• Assist with alum ni functions
Requirements:
1. 2.75 GPA, 15 hours credit
2. Willing to travel

Call Alaina McCoy with a ny questions
in the School Relations Office at 762-3317

l_
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Riflers to host NC

Dear

Team sets sights on national champion ship

ovc
Three
weeks .

ago, I
suggest..
edthat

BY jEFF DREWS
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

To the untrained eye, Beth
Herzman is just another
Murray State University student.
To the trained, Herzman,
who can frequently be seen
wearing a unique blue jacket
with the
words NCAA
Championships on it, is more
than the average student.
She is also an athlete. And
she is more than an average
athlete. She is an athlete who
has participated in three
national championships and is
an All-American and has been
for three straight years.
You will not find Herzman on
a basketball or a tennis court.
You will not even find her out
on the links. You will find her,
however, at the MSU rifle
range practicing her shooting.
For nine years, Herzman has
been shooting a gun. What
started out as a hobby she
learned from her mother is now
a very important part of her
life.
But now Herzman wishes to
fulfill the final goal of her MSU
career: to be an NCAA champi-

on.
-rhis competition, being my
senior year especially, means
more to me than any other com-

ANALYSIS
petition I have or will be going
in," said Herzman, senior from
North Haven, Conn.
And the Racers are looking
stronger than ever.
In a sport where consistency
and concentration are the name
of the game, the Racers arc a
team to be reckoned with.
"We have been able to use the
same shooters over the past
couple of years so we've been
able to develop everybody," said
Kate Keleman, senior from
Livonia, Mich.
In the recent NCAA qualifier,
the Racers finished third.
Saturday, they need to shoot
the match of their lives.
"I think we're more prepared
this year than last year,"
Keleman said. "We are a lot
closer team this year than last
year. We've got a lot of experience under our belt."
Because the Racers are the
host school, a lot of additional
pressure has been put on the
team.
"We've been painting, cleaning and setting things up,"
Keleman said "It's a whole lot
of work."
The Racers will need
to shoot well again if they

tbeOVC
regular-

seuon

men's

baiketball
champion
lhould
host the
postseason tournament.
Before
you teJ,l JDe to atop complaininc abou.t ~ Racers'
loea to TSU the tournallltmt fiJl.aJ., please
rem~r t '\lm)te tliat , ' . :

m.

colwim four we&b befo~ , '
the eeuon ·ended. The
~ I tried to make
~.and the one I am
trying to make now, is
that the regular-eeaeon
jud Cook/Photo Editor

Freshman Amanda Stone and her rifle squad teammates are taking aim at the NCAA championships. Murray State hosts the event from Thursday through Saturday at Stewart Stadium.

are to dethrone West Virginia,
the champion for the past six
years.
But coach Elvis Green will
see that the team does its best.
"Elvis Green stresses the fundamentals of shooting and
keeps us intact as a team,"
Herzman said. "For me, Elvis

knows when something is
wrong and he's taught me to
step back off the shooting line,
assess what I'm doing wrong,
get myself together and go back
up there and give the performance he knows I am capable
of."
Green is also a role model.

"The four years I have been
here, Elvis Green has been like
a father figure to me," Herzman
said.
Now Herzman and her teammates will concentrate on the
task at hand
Their target is the national
championship.

champion deserves more
than just a 'finst,.round
bye.
I still believe this. In
fact, I think the regulareeuon champion delei'Ves
the c:onferenoe'a automat.
icbid.
What doee the OVC
~by a conference
championship?
Poeaibly some national

ezposure.l ~ ESPN
carri~cl Satw'day'e gEUne.

But l-. face it, E$PN

TSU, Rogers run by Racers

. b~ in third..mng

.

8.11DDl1nCer8. Who~~

Raeer fans stayed home
on Saturday night to
1r.uil baaketball? I know

...:mu tea• GidD\. They sn

. . . the aJHo.dil&cult .
five-minute drive.
Wouldn\ the OVC get
beU.er a:poeure aending a
~.....lOll champion
that baa a chatwt for a
No. 12 eeed than a tournament champion that
baa an outaide cbence of
seeded 15?

BY MATT PEREBOOM
SPORTS EDITO!t

They knew they could not stop
him. They only hoped they could
contain him.
Unfortunately for the Racers,
they could not contain him
either.
Tennessee State's Carlos
Rogers, the two-time Ohio
Valley Conference Player of the
Year, scored 38 points to lead
TSU past Murray State 73-72
and earn the OVC's automatic
bid to the NCAA championship.
Murray's Marcus Jones had a
chance to win the game, but
TSU's Tim Hortin stripped the
ball from him with six seconds
remaining. In the ensuing struggle for posse88ion, a jump ball
was called. The possession
arrow pointed in favor of TSU
and the defending champions
held on to win.
MSU head coach Scott Edgar
was gracious in defeat.
"You've got to congratulate
Tennessee State," Edgar said.
"They played a championship
game tonight, So did we minus
one point."
The talk after the game centered around the Racers' chance
of earning an at-large bid from
the NCAA selection committee.
TSU coach Frankie Allen
thinks MSU should still have n
chance to play for the national
championship.
"Murray State deserves to be
in the 64-team field," Allen said.
"It would be a travesty if they
are left out."
The Racer defeat may have
soured their NCAA postseason
chances, but it did not cloud
Edgar's perspective.
"We've had an outstanding
season," Edgar said. "Regardless
of what happens from here on
out this team made history
(with 15 OVC victories)."
Edgar is not concerned that it
has been more than five years
since two OVC schools have
been selected to play in the
NCAA Tournament.
"Well, it's been awhile since a
team has gone 23-5," Edgar
said.

bema

You can't tell. me the

Jud Cook/Photo Editor

jud Cook/Photo Editor

Shirley Martin/Guest

Top left, Marcus Jones
finds TS U's Carlos
Rogers in his way as he
tries to score two of his
20 points in the Racers'
73-71 defeat. jones
scored 25 points,
including 15 in a fou r
minute span, in MSU's
I04-86 victory over
Morehead in the semifinals last Friday.
Top right, Racer cheerleaders Ellen Sweatt,
left, and Meena Sha ms
console e ach other following the Racers' loss
to Tennessee State.
Left, Seniors Michael
james (towel),
Lawrence Bussell and
freshman Vincent
Rainey show their disappointment.

conference tDUl'Ilament is
held to make money.
Thfe year's chainpi- .
onsbip pme had all of
6,875 bocUea in the 8,300
available aeata.
lfthe championship is
intended to make money,
wby would the OVC ante
up money tor 10 :rooms
apiece that each participating team gets to use.
'l'bia meant the ovc paid
for Tenneaeee State's use
of 10 .rooms fur thtee
~ta. Who could imagine fol'C:ing them to sleep
athome.
.
I'm not upaet that TSU
beat the Racers. They
were the better team last
S&turdlly night.
What bothers me is ,
that leap offtclais argUe
that they want to do what
ia best for the OVC.
lfthis was more than
rhetoric, league rules ·
would &tipulate that the
regular....8101l champion
repreaenst the league in
the NCAA Tournament.
Let's just do away with
the~ tournament.
If the league genuinely
wants to gain more
reepect, it should send the
team that it best over 16
n.ighta - not three nights.

You can argue that I
would not make these .
suggestions if MSU ~d
won. Granted, tl:iiJ column 1nigb.t carry .!110l1}
welgbt if the Racers had
w~ bUt I will stand' by
my opinion even if
Mwn.y State is fortunate
enough to meet the
murky criteria •established" by the selection
oommit~c .
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Equestrians ride high

,R acers of the Week

Team qualifies for national championship
BY SCOTT NANNEY
AsSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Murray State University's
equestrian team ended its season riding high. The team competed in its final regular show
last weekend at Middle
Tennessee State University in
Murfreesboro.
The team earned the title of
regional champions in both the
hunt seat and stock seat equitation. This qualifies the team
to compete in the national
championships at Texas A & M
University on April 30-May 1.
Individa.al placings from the
weekend show are:

Senior Jerry Wilson of the Racer basketball team
is one of the Racers of the Week.
Wilson, from Spartanburg, S. C., scored 10 points
and pulled down 7 rebounds against Morehead
Statein the OVC Tournament . He followed that performance with 11 points in the championship game
against Tennesee State.
During Wilson's four years at MSU, the Racers
have a combined record of 82-39 and have captured three OVC titles.
The Murray State equestrian team is another
Racer of the Week.
Last weekend the equestrian team earned its first
trip to the national championships since 1983 by
capturing the regional championship at Middle
Tennesee State University.

ACE SERVER

Walk-trot equitation
Ronna Gill/Guest Photographer
• Marshes Boaz, first, second;
The
equestrian
t
eam
has
had
a
great
amount
of
success
to
celebrate
this
year. This year's squad
• Adina Szewzye, third, first;
m em bers are shown here proudly displaying their ribbons following a recent event.
• Elizabeth Thurman, first,
the competition will be tough at
third; • Christa Willerton, Novice fences
• Kathy Tibbotts, fifth, sixth.
the national competitions, but
fifth, sixth.
• Karol Wolff, first, sixth.
Intermediate n stock
thinks his team will perform
well.
•
M
arahea
Boaz,
sixth,
Intermediate fences
Walk-trot canter
"We have always performed
fourth; • Krista Decker,
fJ Jessica Karkoff, fourth; • Christina Rhodes, second,
in the nationals and have
well
fourth, sixth; • Mari Little,
second; • Kate Urness, third,
built an excellent reputation,"
I) Katina Lambert, third, sixth;
fifth, first; • Jennifer Oliver,
Terry said. "You have to be
II Maggie McNeil, first, first; third.
third; • Kate Urness, second,
mentally and physically ready
II Misty Rehkop, fifth, sixth;
third.
for
this competition and I think
Open
fences
fl Kathy Tibbotts, second, first;
our
people will be."
• Nick Cheesman, sixth,
I Tov Yates, fourth, first.
Advanced n stock
The
equestrian team tied for
fourth; • Marl Little, fifth,
• Bethany Edwards, fifth, the regional championship last
sixth.
Novice flat
sixth; • Krista Newell, second, year, but Midway College got
IJ Shaley Baird, fourth, fifth;
second; • Misty Rehkop, first, the bid to the national champiBeginnina stock seat D Krista Decker, first, second;
first.
onships.
• Eric Dudley, second, fifth;
0 Brook Hurt, first, fourth;
Team member Karol Wolff
• Adina Szewzye, fourth,
said she remembered the disapU
Krista Newell, third;
Open stock
fourth; • Christa Willerton,
11 Jennifer Stewart, second,
• Nick Cheesman, fourth, sec- pointment of last year and
first, second; • Su.zy Wilson,
first .
ond; • Staci Foy, fourth, fifth; looks forward to the opportunithird.
ty to go this year.
Karol Wolff, first .
"We were all disappointed
Jn termediate flat
that
we didn't get to go to the
D Kate P"rness, second, sixth; Intermediate I stock
Open pattern
nationals last year, but I think
11 Karol Wolff, third, first.
• Jessica Karkoff, fourth, • Nick Cheesman, first; • Staci
that we have worked hard to
third; • Katina Lambert, sec- Foy, fifth, second; • Karol get back there this year and
Open flat
ond, fourth; • Jennifer Oliver, Wolff, first.
we're excited about competing,"
D Nick Cheesman, sixth, fifth.
Team ~acih Brien Terry said Wolffsai<l
first; • Maggie McNeil, third;

Becky Youngwerth/Staff Photographer
Sophomore Susan Moulder follows through on her serve.
The women's tennis tean defeated MemPhis State last
Friday in its home opener.•

CLASSIFIEDS
PERSONALS

PERSONALS

WANTED

FOR SALE

i o the broth8r8 of the Kappa
Alpha Ofder-Thank you for a
groovy disco mlxert The listors of Theta Chi Delta

Summer "0• CounselorsFiorkia State or Bustll

M CRUISE & TRAVEL EM·

FOR SALE-1990 Plymoth
Lazer. Low mnes. 5 speed.
Excellent condition. Call any
time 759·9989

Hey Big Sis, Tallsa. and

t.JikYJ-Can,waltfol' FloridaI BC

--- - -- Woo Woo-l'm proud of you fol'

Marcy and WIIHam-1 miss you
guys. BC

Way to go women's tennis
teaml Love, AMI

Beta Phl'&-lets get together

never gMng up on what you
bellevelllove you, Dawn Marie

soon. BC

C.ongrats to Breda Basebelll
l ove, AMI

CongratJ to the EcJ~estrlan
team II Love, AMI

·
-- - - -- Mendl Jo-You 819 doing a
wonderful job. Keep up the
Good wori<. YBS, Blanca

Good Luck to the AMI volleyt •all teaml n love, your sisters
1 o the brothers of I:X- The
Indies of JJ.A are looking for·
ward to Derby Days.
t 'Athy- Thanka for being an
awesome roomie. BC
1 hanks to AAII basketball

coaches. You were greet! love,
/ ,MI

1

To Cory,
Kelly and
Rob-Thanks fol' gossiping
behind rT'f)' back. Next time
please Include me on your
analyals of people. KT

PLOVMENT GUIDE. EARN
BIG $$$ + TAAVEL THE
WORLD FREEl (CARIBBEAN,
EUROPE. HAWAII, ASIAI)
HURRYI BUSY SPRING/
SUMMER SEASONS AP·
PAOACHING. GUARANTEED
SUCCESS! CALL (919) 9294398
ATTENTION STUDENTS:
Earn extra cash stuffing envelopes at home. All mater1als
provided. Send SASE to Mid·
west Mailers P.O. Box 395,
Olathe, KS 66051. Immediate

Getyour MUI'T8YS1ateDry shirt&
before Sprlng Break! HURRY!

$11 In room 216c Wilson Hall.

counselors Wanted. Ti1m
down·fltness, co-ed, NYS
camp. 100 positions: sports,
crafts, many others. Camp
Shane, Ferndale NY 12734
(914)292-4045

M
= NEWS
CLASSIFIED AD POLICY
Deadline .•••••Wednesday noon
Hours: Monday-Friday 8:30.:4:30
Closed on weekends and holidays

.iJ?ring Break!

GREEI( S & CLUBS

-

EARN $50-$250
for YOURSELF

Response.

up to 1100 fgr your g!ubl
nus fuDdralJer eo~t~ DOihiDa

up to $2.000+/mo. on Cruise
SNpsorl.and-Touroo~es.

a

-s~~~ndFUN

I

CRUISE SHIPS HIRING-Earn

WANTED

!-~ave

The staff of
The Murray State News

IDd lu&a QIIC week.

Summer & Full·11me employ·
ment available. No exp neces·
sary. For Info. call 1-206-6340488 ext C5538

CaU DOW &ad receive
I free lift.
1~93U5ll En 65.

Summer"O" Counselors to win

song and skit eo that Paul gets
his head shaved I

RATES

INDEX

With MSU ID: 15¢ per word Without MSU ID: 20¢ per word
OVER 20 WORDS
With MSU 10: 10e per word Without MSU ID: 15¢ per word
NO ADS WILL BE ACCEPTED OVER THE PHONE.
Ads may be mailed along with payment to:

PERSONALS
Roa.4W.TE8
BUSINESS
SERVICES
FOR RENT
FOR SALE

Classified& Department,
The Murray State News, 2609 University Station

RIDES

For more Information,
call 762-6951
(b(ln({:nfl:IJ(ln fl:D (h({:n(b({:n(b

Area Discount Coupons

MISC ,
NOTICE

(b(b(b(b(b(b(b{b({:n({:n(b

Candidate Interest Meeting
' March 29 at 3 :30 . p.m.
Curris Center

1iki 8each Bar/Volleyball
~ilboats, jetskis & Para~ils
Ka~e 8eilCh Party

HELP WAmED
LOST &FOOND

Murray, Kentucky 42071

SGA. Elections
Com,ng Soon!

•Beach Bonfire Parties

SANOI'IPER-BEACON
17403 Ftonl Beach Road
P~IWN City BeKh, fll24 13

RESERVATIONS
1-800-488-8828

FROM $104 PER WEEk
I'Ea f'ERSON
4 PERSON OCCUPANCY

s u 111 111 e r e 111 p l o y 111 e n t o p p o r t u n i t y

The Sisters Of

Alpha SigDla
Wish Everyone·
A n AWESOME

Spring Breakl

REQUIREMENTS
• must be 21 years of age • have completed two
years college • 2.5 G.P.A. • UB and Resident
Advisor experience preferred
Send letter of application, resume with names
and phone numbers of two references and copy
of transcript to:
Upward Bound
application deadline:
Murray State University
M
h
Murray, KY 42071
arc 31
MSU does not discriminate on the basis of race. color, nationality, origin, sex or handicap.
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RAPE

friends. According to the affidavit, Stephens threatened to
physically harm the victim if
telephoned her and asked her she did not comply.
According to the affidavit,
to meet him at his room in
Richmond Hall. The victim and Stephens locked the victim
a friend went to Richmond inside the bathroom and stood
Hall, but returned to her dorm guard outside the bathroom
room when they could not door while the men each took
locat e Stephens. The victim turns entering the bathroom
received another call from and having oral sex with her.
The victim stated in the affiStephens at approximately
11:46 p.m. Monday when he davit that she was forced to
asked her to meet him at Pitts' h ave oral sex with Pitts,
Mason, Johnson and Woodlee
room in Franklin Hall
The affidavit stated when the and that she was forced to have
victim and her friend arrived, both oral sex and intereouree
Stephens took the victim into with Broady.
According to the affidavit,
the bathroom and demanded
that she perform oral sex on his the victim's friend helped her
Continued from Page 1

U.S.D.A. Choice Grain Fed Beef
- BONELESS-

SIRLOIN
TIP ROAST

99

$

CHE

lb.

Continued from Page 1
1YSON

Turkey or

MORTON'S

He said Presidents Ronald J . Kurth and Len
01iara are going to continue dialogue in an
effort to resolve this issue.
Booth said one role MSU could play in the
engineering school is to offer junior and senior
level support courses for engineering.
*A lot of people don't realize that all of the
math courses required for an engineering degree
are offered in our math department already,• he
said. *And the core courses for an engineering
degree at UK and U of L are the same core courses for our engineering physics degree.•
He said Murray would be the more economical
place for the school.
"We have far more in place to support engineering than people realize," he said. "Is it
appropriate for PCC to build a $10 million building when we already have the building, courses
and teaching expertise?"
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Additional informatio n was
provided by Jeff Drews, Senior
Staff Writer for The Murray
State Hews.

Booth also said MSU and PCC should use the
Interactive Television Network. Some classes
could be taught on-site at PCC, he said, while lab
intenaive classes would be taught at Murray.
"'f we can go back iD the next bienium or two ·
and see that there is a need, then let's build a
$10 million building at PCC," Booth said.
O'Hara, PCC president, said the meeting
between the two schools was productive.
-we made a lot of progress," he said. "There
was wi1Jingneu to cooperate on both sides."
O'Hara said they cliscussed what role both
schools could play in starting an engineering
program. He also said they needed to reach some
conclusions before the General Assembly ended
its aesaion.
Kurth said it is very important to put all the
issues on the table with candor.
-we need to develop a plan with the promise of
progress in the interest of both sides and I
believe we've got that working," he said.

gers of removing or vandalizing intend to hurt someone in
signs.
need," Pavlick said. "They are
*An education program is just not thinking of the farbeing developed for the whole reaching consequences of their
county as part of the enhanced actions."
Pavlick said he wants to
911 system," Pavlick said.
*Signs are needed by emer- enlist the cooperation of
gency personnel to locate peo- Murray State University stuple in need ofhelp. The abaenoe dents and the community to
of signs can cost someone loss stop the vandalism and thefts
of signa. He said he hopes' that
of life or property.•
•rm sure that people who anyone who sees this happenvandalize or steal signs do not ing will report it to the police.

Continued from Page 1

FaFRYiNGrts

leave the premises after the
attacks and took her to the
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital. The victim was t reated and released from the hospital early Tuesday morning, said
Craig
Arnold,
MurrayGalloway County Hospital public relatione specialist.
An investigat ion by the
University police is underway
and evidence has been obtained
and is being examined by the
state crime lab in Madisonville,
Green said.

able are replaced first.
To discourage further theft
and vandalism of signs, Pavlick
said he is trying to get an ordinance passed to make it illegal
to possess a county street sign.
Identifying county signs would
be possible through the county's identification system.
Efforts are also being made to
educate the public to the dan-
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very year, a lot of people make a
huge mistake on their taxes. They
don't take advantage of tax defer ral and
wind up sending Uncle Sam money they
could be saving for retirement.
Fortunately, that's a mistake yo~:~ can
easily avoid with TIAA·CR EF SRAs.
SRAs not onl.v ease your current taxbite, they offer a remarkably easy way
to build retirement income-especially
for the "extras" that your regular pension
and Social Security benefits may not
cover. Because your contributions are
made in before-tax dollars, you pay less
taxes now. And since all earnings on
your SRA are tax-deferred as well, the

money you don't send to Washington
works even harder for you. Down the
road, that can make a dramatic dillcrem·e
in your quality of life.
What else makes SRAs so special?
A range of allocation choices-from t hl·
guaranteed security of TIAA to the
diversified investment accounts of'
C REF's variable annuitv-all backed
by t he nation's number ~ne retirement
system.
W hy write off the chance for a more
rewarding retirement? Call today nod
learn more about how TIAA-CREF
SR As can help you enjoy many
ha ppy returns.

Benefit ,._.ft'oM tMC Uj'efTWL CllllMr SRA IHtliM 1800-842-2733, ua. 8016.

Ensuring the future
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